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Bare knuckle fighting results

Joey Beltran became the first man to successfully defend the BKFC heavyweight title, which knocked Marcel Stamps in the fourth round of their main event BKFC 13 tonight in Kansas. Beltran, 38, is now 4-1-1 (3 KO) in a bare knuckle, and had to dig down to get it. Stamps, a 35-year-old former linebacker
from the University of Alabama, had advantages in reach and athleticism, and he showed that in the first few rounds. But Beltran, who is also in MMA 18:15 and has fought in both the UFC and Bellator, was just ruthless and fearless, and he started to find some marks in the third round. The Kansas Open
scored, revealing that Stamps went up 29-28, 30-27 and 30-27 after three, but the tide was turning and Beltran knew it. Round four was on the up. Beltran connected with the shots, and then Stamps took off his face on the canvas, claiming he had been hit in the pin or neck, which the replay clearly did not
show. As the action continued, Beltran jumped on him and let him go, and Stamps took quite some time to tell the judge that he actually wanted to move on; At that moment, he was clearly out of fuel and was constantly falling out of fatigue, the drops decided that the referee slipped. But Beltran killed him
again, and that's when Stamps took a full 10-count. They broke into the castle, invaded the castle, with all the necessary means, broke into the castle. I kept doing that, Beltran said. It's one thing to train in the gym and get ready, but it's a whole other ball of scratch when I come at you. I have blood on my
face, you can see the white flesh on my skull, and I'm going after you. I have to think this is kind of scary. When asked what he wants to do next, Beltran said he would like to work with Arnold Adams, who stopped Beltran from fighting bare-knuckles in 2018. I've got a few guys in my mind, but I'm going to
say it now. I've said that since I won the title, but I only want to fight one, and that's my man Arnold Adams, he said. Out of respect and out of my ego, a man who thinks he's whipped me is walking. I want to go back. We'll see what happens to that. If that's what the crowd wants - look, what we're doing
here is what the fans want, said promoter David Feldman about the rematch idea. If fans want to see this fight, tweet us, get us on social media, tell us if you want to see this fight. But I think we have someone who flies over the pond who wants this fight, and I think he's very deserving too. Nico
Hernandez RTD-4 Chancey Wilson This was a nude debut for Kansas' Hernandez, who won a bronze medal for the U.S. team at the 2016 Rio Olympics, but her pro career has been openly stuck in her home state and hasn't gone anywhere since the start of 2017. But he's 7:0 (4 KO) in pro boxing and he
certainly has the skills he's shown here. Wilson, who is 1-4 in MMA, has nothing to be ashamed of here. He had four rounds with a boxer with a bronze Olympic medal without being released. Although he was clearly out of class in boxing skill, he was very much playing and tried his absolute best. The
fight was halted after the fourth round, when Wilson threw up in his corner between laps, and in the unified MMA rules - followed by BKFC, except for the obvious correct differences of actual fights – it's an automatic fight. I didn't take it lightly. I went out there and boxer smartly, and came out with an easy
win. My face looks pretty good, so I can't complain, Hernandez said after the fight. He was too slow for me and my boxing was too good. We had a little talk about garbage. They had a lot of talk, but when it was over, as you can see above, Wilson lifted Hernandez up and was nice enough. The 24-year-
old Hernandez hasn't organized since Feb. 2019, when he beat a club fighter in Mulvane, Kan., but recently said he plans to continue in pro boxing. He also says he's a free agent, and in all serious truth, the big promoter should really try to pick him up. He's not only a good fighter with an obvious amateur
pedigree, but he's had a fun style for amateurs as well. Fly weight isn't the largest division in the U.S., obviously, but it can be done. Not everyone should address the T-Mobile Arena or MSG to have a good career for a top-notch carrier. When asked what his plans might be bare, Hernandez was
somewhat optional, but said he planned to return. I really liked that, so we'll see what (promoter Dave Feldman) talks about for the next fight. But I intend to come back and take over. We'll see what happens and play it in the ear. Dave Rickels UD-5 Clifford Wright In what was called a night-time match,
MMA veteran Dave Rickels made his goal against fellow MMA veteran Clifford Wright, who dominated the fight but never let Wright go, showing great, learned viability, which he had to capitalize in every round. The score was 50-45 on two cards and 50-43 on the third, with Rickels, 31, who got a pair of
10-8 laps on the final card, which is fair enough, it was a pair that really dominated. Rickels, 23, was a 23-year-old who had a career in mma and was 21:6 in MMA, had a good MMA career, really solid. Wright is 12-13 in MMA and also struggled in Bellator from 2012-14; Not at Rickels' level, not at Rickels'
level. Rickels is young enough to really have a good future in BKFC if he crashes here, which he seems to be. He could be a pioneering standout. The next big BKFC event will be BKFC 14 on Friday, Nov. 13, which will fight for titles at 135 (Johnny Bedford vs. Dat Nguyen) and 155 (Luis Palomino vs.
Joe Alers), both of which could be a lot of fun. Undercard Scores Bill Dieckhoff TKO-1 Austin Levine (Heavyweights): BKFC claim Two of them fought in MMA before, as Dieckhoff won. If it was something like that, it might not be hard for him. Levine went down three times, basically every time Dieckhoff
landed a clean shot or anything close to a clean shot, really. There was an obvious difference between them, and Levine couldn't face Dieckhoff's shots. Isaac Doolittle MD-5 Brandon Johnson (Cruiserweights): Technically a 185-kilogram fight if you need specifics there, but you're trying to translate this
into boxing for most people who will read it. Johnson of northwest Indiana is 5-1 in MMA and had a 10-point advantage here, but he was dropped by Doolittle in the first, and even though he got into the fight from there, that just wasn't enough. The scores were 47-47, 48-46 and 48-46. BLH had it 49-45 but
I'll admit that I probably hit the round wrong, but I'm going to stick it out because of my honor or something. Antonio Hernandez UD-5 Jack Freriks (Light Heavyweights): Freriks came invincible in boxing (3-0), and Hernandez (2-11-1 boxing) was the opponent at the last minute, and is usually in middle
weight, coming in at 170 for this fight. But it was Hernandez who did a clear injury and quite dragged Freriks. The two talked about a tone of trash between and after rounds, and Hernandez was only able to pull out Freriks; From fights to this point in the show, this was most obvious between two skilled
boxers, with jabs and succumbs and defense and actual movement and the like. BLH had it 48-47 Hernandez, the judges had him LJ Hermreck KO-1 Rowdy Akers (Welterweights): Hermreck (3-4 MMA) and Akers (5-5 MMA) had just come out and swung behind fences here, especially Akers, who at 45
was nicknamed The Senior Citizen. Akers threw every wild shot he had in Hermwreck, but they kept him stuck with clean shots, and they threw him on the aperkut and finished in 51 seconds. A fun fight until it lasted, and Akers had nasty swollen eyes and a few cuts at the end. He can't say he didn't try.
Fred Pierce KO-1 Jon Hollis (Super Middleweights): Hollis (2-1 boxing, 3-5 MMA) fought in his hometown here in Salina, Kan., and he had a radical section and a lot of energy in his entrance, but the man was wiped out here. Pierce (1-6 MMA) quickly cut him up with shots, then knocked him out on the
right and left hook. Hollis doubted he'd get into the fight. After that, he was in good spirits and Pierce, nicknamed The Naked Cowboy, was very respectful when it was over, a lot of sportsiness from both guys. Prelim Results Kendrick Latchman TKO-2 Miles McDonald (Featherweights): Latchman has
MMA (8-6) and pro boxing (1-11-1) experience, and while this boxing record is clearly not good, he still has 13 fights pro boxing experience, and 13 pro boxing camps, even if they weren't world-class camps or anything like that. Latchman chased mcdonald away. He is 3-2 in MMA, smashed his left eye
horribly and left visible marks on his body, and the body was shot in, with two knockdowns forcing the referee to stop at 1:41 of the second round. Round.
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